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OUTLINE OF THESIS: A COMPARISON OF THE BIRTH AND INFANCY 
../1-
NARRATIVES IN THE CANONICAL AND EXTRA-CANONICAL GOSPELS. 
A. PREFACE: Manuscripts belonging to the birth and infancy 
period 1 with a brief description of each. 
I , Gospels dealing primarily with the nativity. 
(1) The Protevangelium of James. 
(2) The Gospel of Peeudo-Matthe ~v. 
( 3) The Gospel of the Nativity of Mary. 
(4) The Sahidic Fragments of the Life of the Virgin. 
( 5) The History of Joseph the Carpenter. 
(6) An Armenian Gospel of the Infancy. 
II. Gospels dealing primarily with the Infancy. 
(1) The Arabic Gospel of the Infancy. 
(2) The Gospel of Thomas. 
B. EXHIBITION OF THE MATERIAL SHOWING THE CONTRASTS BET~EN 
CANONICAL AND EXTRA-CANONICAL GOSPELS, 
I. Introduction. 
(1) The paucity of the gospel narratives arouse our 
interest in the extra-canonical sources. 
(2) Information about the birth and nativity period 
in extra-canonical sources. (Compare Preface) 
II. Comp~riaon of the material. 
(1) Pre-natal events influencing Jesus' life. 
(a) The Immaculate Conception. 
(b) The Annunciation. 
(c) The Conception and birth of John. 
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(d) Joseph's distress. 
(e) The Innocence of Mary established. 
(2) The nativity stories. 
(a) The birth. 
(b) The Shepherd story. 
(c) The adorations. 
(d) The Presentation at the Temple. 
(e) The visit of the Magi. 
(3) The childhood stories. 
(a) The Flight into Egypt and the Slaughter of 
the Innocents. 
(b) Days in Egypt. 
(c) The return from Egypt. 
(d) Life at Nazareth. 
1 I Jesus helping Joseph. 
2' Jesus at play. 
3' Jesus the boy healer. 
4' Jesus the malevolent. 
5' JeAus at school. 
(e) The trip to Jerusalem at T-:vel ve • 
(f) The eighteen "silent years". 
(g) The death of Joseph. 
C. CONCLUSIONS IN Rff:GARD TO THE APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS: .THEIR VALUE. 
I. They are not comparable to the canonical gospels in 
literary beauty. 
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II. ~he extra-canonical stories are gross and grotesque in 
material they add to the gospel story. 
III. They portray a monstrosity, stressing the physical and 
not the spiritual side of Jesus. 
IV. They are of interest: 
(1) Because of their contribution to Christian 
~heology, art, and literature. 
(2) Because of their revelation of the times in 
which they are ·-vritten. 




MANUSCRIPTS BELONGING TO THE BIRTH AND INFANCY PERIOD. 
I. GOSPELS DEALING PRIMARILY WITH THE NATIVITY. 
(1) The PROTEVANGELIUM OF JAMES. This text is one of those (1) 
which Professor James tells us is original, It is 
considered the oldest of the Apocryphal Gospels of the 
Infancy 1 though scholars think the Thomas Gospel its 
close rival in age. Professor Donehoo thinks it was 
used by all the other compilers of the Infancy gospels 
and has had a marked influence on all the other legends 
of the Infancy current in both past and future. It was 
probably written in Greek possibly by a Je wish Christian, 
though Professor James thinks not. It has no definite 
theological basis. A primitive version embracing 
chapters XVII-XXV is also found in the Syriac, though no 
parallel has yet been unearthed in the Old Latin, (l) 
Professor James says: "Such a thing (as a Latin trans-
lation) must have existed for a book indentifiable '"ith 
ours was condemned in the Galasian decree." The 
original form is thought to be from the middle of the 
second century, but the present recension, Professor 
Donehoo thinks could not have come from a time earlier 
(2) 
than the fourth. Ori gen at the end of the second century 
(1) James, Montague Rhodes, Apocryphal New Testament pp 3 8 ff 
(2) Donehoo, J ames de Q. Apocryphal and Legendary Life of Christ P~ 
(2) 
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mentions its existence, however. The author is 
generally regarded as Jesus 1 brother James 1 (commonly" 
~ '" called the Less. The name Protevag.elium, First Gospel, 
"' 
was first applied by Guillaume Postel in 1552. 
. ) 
The book consists of twenty-five chapters of 
material dealing with the period from the Immaculate 
Conception to the Massacre of the Innocents, the earlier 
chapters showing the influence of the Old Testament. It 
may be divided into three parts: (1) The story of Mary 
before the birth of Christ. ( 2) The miraculou1f birth; (3) (l) 
The story of Zacharias. "Harnack thinks the 
Protevangeli\.un is made up of three separate documents: 
(1) The story of Mary(which is properly speaking the 
Book of James) was written a little before 250~ (2) The 
account of the birth of Jesus probably belongs to the 
end of the second century or the commencement of the 
third. (3) The Book of Zacharias dates from the opening 
decades of the tenth century. He agrees however with 
the prevalent opinion that the book in its presen~form 
does not go back beyond 350. 11 
The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, the Liber de 
Infantia 1 which is probably dependent on the Protevangelium 
and almost the entire contents of which may be found in 
either that gospel or the Gospel of Thomas. Chapters 
(1) Andrews, H. F. The Apocryphal Books p 156 
( 3) 
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18-25 are most original. The book ie a Latin composition 
f r om the fifth century according to Professor Donehoo, 
( 1 ) 
and the eighth or ninth according to Professor James. 
(2) 
The former thinks there was a Greek original. Many of the 
manuscripts of this gospel are prefaced by spurious 
letters of Jerome, and other Church Fathers, some of which 
declare Matthew to be the author, although some of them 
claim that James wrote the book. 
This gospel brings the story to later date, than 
the Protevangelium, giving an account of the boyhood of 
Jesus. It is full of mythical elements introducing many 
miracles both in Egypt and in Nazareth. 
The Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, which 
Professor Donehoo characterizes ae a Catholic c~mposition, ( 3) 
modest and temperate in nature. It was much read in the 
Middle Agee. Moat of it is found in the Golden Legend of 
James de Vorigne, and through that medium has pa,eeed into 
art and literature. In Latin of the fifth or sixtl:r 
century, it deals with the history of the Virgin from the 
time of her birth to the time of that of Jesus. 
(1) Donehoo, James de Q. op cit. p XXI. 
(2) James, M. R. op. cit. p 38 









"It is," says Professor James, "even compared with 
Pseudo-Matthew a very poor production; being no more than 
an amplification of the earlier chapters of that work in 
more elegant Latin, and with all the details blurred and 
smoothed down. No source has been employed by the writer 
but Pseudo-Matthew and the canonical gospels." 
There are also the so-called Fragments of the 
Life of the Virgin, parts of sermons of early origin 
found in the Coptic. These documents are very negligent 
in the use of ancient sources and show great freedom on 
the part of their authors. As history they are worth 
(2) 
noting. Says Professor Donehoo, "The Mae. reach back to 
the eleventh and twelfth century." 
The Historv of Joseph the Carpenter. This book (3) ~ 
1JVas written 1~i th the evident purpose of glorifying 
Joseph and his feast day. It was evidently written in 
Egypt in the Coptic. The mainspring of the Book is the 
problem of the universality of death on earth. It was 
known to Europeans in an Arapic version. and is not 
.. ( 4) , 
earlier than the fourth century. Professor Donehoo feels 
it to be of Catholic origin, though he admits that there 
James, M. R. op . cit. p 79 
, 
Idem p XXI 
Donehoo, James de Q. op. cit. p XXXI 
Donehoo 1 James de Q. idem p XXXII 
(6) 
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are traces of Nestorianism in some parts. 
An Armenian Gospel of the Nativity, the date of 
which is very uncertain. It is an elaboration of the 
Protevangelium and Thomas, coming into the Armenian from 
the Syriac. It deals with the birth of Mary and her life 
and Jesus' through the "beginning of the return" from 
Egypt. 
II. GOSPELS DEALING PRIMARILY WITH THE INFANCY. 
(1) The Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, a long and absurd 
gospel highly Oriental in character and background, 
reminding one in some places of the Arabian Nights, though 
the first nine chapters recall the Protevangelium, and the 
last part the Gospel of Thomas without the malevolent ( 1) 
element found in the latter book. Professor Donehoo 
suggests that though the work is kno um only in Arabic 1 the 
vocabulary indicates a Syriac original 1 composed in 
Egypt. He ventures the view that the original language 
was Coptic, though he says that comjecture has not yet 
been confirmed. He believes it a Catholic composition of 
the tenth century, though possibly an older form preceded 
it. In forty-five chapters it deals with the life of 
Jesus from birth to the trip to Jerusalem at twelve. 
(l) Donehoo, James de Q. idem p XXXIII 
-~-
(2)The Gospel of Thomas~ probably as old, possibly older 
than the Protevangelium, dating from the middle of the 
second century was doubt l ess the product of some of the 
Gnostic school. Origen and Hippolytus mention and 
quote from a gospel of Thomas~ but it is evidently not 
our version of the gospel as it now stands since the (1) 
quotations are not found in any recension we possess. 
Further~ they testify to its being a Gnostic book~ and 
our version is not heretical. It has been suggested that 
our version has been expurgated in the int erests of 
(2) 
Christianity. Cyril of Jerusalem tells us that Manes' 
disciple, Thomas, wrote it~ while Cowper tells U:s that it 
may be the lost Gospe l of Basilides or a part of it. It 
has Docetic, Gnostic~ and Manichaean traces~ but it has 
been re-edited by Catholics, according to Professor Donehoo. 
Like Gnostic books in general it is ascribed to a dead 
celebrity with the direct purpose of imposing upon the 
public. Such a forgery repugnant as it is to our modern 
sense of honor, ·;:vas not at all uncommon in that heresy, 
one of the chief characteristics of which is ita 
fecundity in pseudepigrapha. The existence of such books 
shows the length to which credulity may extend. Ita moat 
prominent feature is the evil and revengful charact er it 
gives the baby Jesus. While held in high favor in the 
(.1) Andrews, F. H. opus cit. p 160 
(2) Donehoo, James~ de Q. opus. cit. p XXXIV 
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early Catholic Church it was condemned by the second 
Council of Nice in 787. 
In addition to an early Greek form of the 
gospel there were also others: a later Greek form, the 
manuscript of which is more orthodox than the other, 
containing additions as well as omissions; a Latin form 
not lat er than the seventh century which has three 
chapters not found in any of the other manuscripts; a 
Syriac version from the sixth century called the "Boyhood (1) 
of Our Lord Jesus Christ." Professor James writes, 
" (It) seems to be the skeleton of the original . (the form 
which we now have) the stories retained," the speeches 
which conveyed the doctrinal teaching of the book almost 
entirely removed. The gospel treats of the life of 
Jesus from his fifth year to his trip to Jerusalem at 
t welve. 
(1) James, Montague Rhodes. The Apocryphal New Testament p 14. 
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EXHIBITION OF MATERIAL SHOWING THE PROBLEM. 
As 'lie turn to the birth and infancy narratives of 
the New Testament, we are greeted with a 
barrenness ''fhich seems to us at first glance amazing. 
With Oliver Twist's voraciousness, we cry for more! 
~e wish ardently that the wife of one of our 
evangelists had taken the pen from his reluctant 
fingers and had written again those meager accounts 
of birth and childhood ·with a pen dipped in the 
experience of mother-hood. For to women especially, 
birth and childhood involve much that is of passing 
interest to, and possibly unobserved by, the majority 
of men.. The childhood and birth of Jesus means much 
· to us all, however, for had we those unrecorded 
stories, we should know much more of him who most 
fully of all allowed God to realize himself in human 
form. As in every normal person, so in Jesus, the 
child must have been father of the man. The gain in 
our kno ·JVledge of the development of Jesus' 
selfconsciousneee would thus have been great. 
It is, therefore, with high hopes that we 
turn to the extra-canonical sources •hich scholarship 
has uncovered for us. 1Ve find a wealth of material, 
such as it ia, about various periods in Jesus' life. 
Some of it deale only with the passion and 
resurrection; little has anyth ing to do with the acts 
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and teachings; and only a comparatively small amount 
of mate r ial is found on the birth and infancy, although 
there are numerous "gospels", since much of it consis t s 
in duplication of mate r ial found in the earl.ier of 
these. 
The following are the manuscripts ~hich 
may be said to belong to the nativity period; the 
Protevangelium of James, which vies with the Thomas 
Gospel for the distinction of being the oldest 
apocryphal gospel; the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, 
which is dependent on the Protevangelium but is in 
Latin instead of Greek; the Gospel of the Nativity 
of Mary, based on Pseudo-Matthew, and best kno rm as 
the basis of the Golden Legend; the Sahidic Fragments 
of the Life of the Virgin, Coptic sermons of no 
historical worth; the History of Joseph the Carpen-
ter, written to glorify Joseph and his feast day ; 
and an Armenian Gospel of the Nativity) the date of 
which is very uncertain. In addition, there are 
some gospels ~hich deal primarily with the childhood 
of Jesus rather than the nativity: a long and absurd 
gospel known as the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, 
highly Oriental in background, which deals with the 
Life of Jesus from birth to the trip to Jerusalem 
at twelve; the Gospel of Thomas probably as old or 
older than the Protevangelium found in various ver-
sions, giving to the baby and the child Jesus an 
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evil and revengeful character for which it is alone 
distinguished. A more detailed treatment of these 
manuscripts will be found on pages 1-9 of this discussion. 
In comparing the material given by the extra-
canonical and canonical gospels on the birth and infancy, 
we can give but passing glance at that on the period 
preceding the birth. In the canonical gospels, we find 
Matthew and Luke, the two gospels which give us any 
stories of Jesus' early life, giving us separately a 
genealogy. (Cf. Matthew 1:1-17, and Luke 3:23-37) Each 
genealogy seems to be that of the house of Joseph, an 
interesting fact in noting the attitude of the New 
Testament writers toward the Virgin Birth. The two 
genealogies do not agree, sho~ing that there were differ-
ent traditions of ancestry in existence in the early days 
of the church; one seems to point to David as ancestor; 
the other takes the ancestry back to Adam. (1) 
In the apocryphal gospels no such scantiness of 
detail is found. Their record has become a part of the 
dogma of the Catholic Church, though it repudiates the 
apocryphal gospels, in the doctrine of the Immaculate 
Concept ion. 
(1) 
We find in these records the story of the 
(Protevangelium 1-5 ( 
(Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 1-3 
( 






miraculous birth of Mary, the daughter of Joachim, priest, 
a descendant of David; and hie wife, Anna, who was of 
the tribe of Levi. The names, as is the story, are tradi-
tional. It has been thought that the name Joachim was 
suggested by the character of that name found in Susanahl:4. 
Some have thought that Luke 3:23 meant that Mary's father 
was Heli, though Jerome calls him Cleophas. The name of 
Anna, as well as her story, is suggested by the Hannah 
story in I. Samuel 1:2ff, Solomon of Basa gave her name as 
Dina. Strange legends were current in the Middle Agee about 
her birth and infancy. Verily of the doctrine of 
miraculous conception, once started, there is no end. 
Mary, miraculously conceived and dedicated to the service. 
of the Temple, uras fed by an angel, and . i'V'as at fourteen 
espoused to Joseph, a widower, and a man well along in 
years, by the ordeal of rods, though she protested that 
she wished al ~ays to remain a virgin. 
When we come t o the Annunciation, we find more 
nearly parallel accounts in the canonical and extra-(1) 
canonical gospels. In the Protevangelium of James and in 
~Protevange~ium 8-9 
~Gospel of Pseudo-Mat t hew 
~Gospel of Nativity 8-9 
{Gospel of Mary 7-9 ( . (Sahidic Fragments II B 
( 




Pseudo-Matthew, we find an interesting account of the 
annunciation at the fountain in Nazareth, which Longfellow 
has used in his "Golden Legend." Such an account may have (1) 
been suggested by the story of Rebekah. ~Genesis 4:15) 
A more usual apocryphal setting is that of Mary working on 
the purple in her bedchamber. In Matthew, however, the 
annunciation is given to Joseph in a dream (Matthew 1:20; 
compare Luke 1:26ff) The idea expressed in the angel's 
speech is found in embroidered form in the apocryphal 
writings. 
Tradition has played ha~roc with this event. It 
ia commemorated on the twenty-fifth of March, which is 
supposedly also the day of Crucifixion in traditional 
reckoning. Mediaeval churches also celebrated on this 
date the creation of Adam, hie ejection from Paradise, the 
death of Abel, the sacrifice of Melchizedek, the offering 
of rea~ the victory of St. Michael over the Dragon, the · 
c~ossing of the Red Sea by Israel, the beheading of John 
the Baptist, the commemoration of St. Veronica who wiped 
the face of Christ, the Penitent Thief, and other similar 
events, more or lese mythological in character. 
Donehoo p 33 
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The story of the conception and birth of 
John, and of Mary's vial t to E'l1zabeth are told with 
much more elaboration than in the canonical goapels. 
According to the apocryphal story, John was conceived 
''of the chaste kisses that Zacharias imprinted on 
the . li:ps of Elizabeth, his wife. 11 As in the Lucan 
narrative (Luke 15-25) Zacharias became dumb, as a 
sign that a son was to be given to him, though only 
for three days and not for the entire time of his 
' ' 
wife's pregnancy. The details of Mary's visit to ( ]L) 
Elizabeth are very little different from those 
f ound in the Luke story. On the Sanhidic narrative 
of the Life of th~ Virgin we find that Mary· was 
sixteen at the time of this visit, but other manu-
scripts say fourteen, fifteen, seventeen and eight-
een. Her stay in the house of Joseph in company 
(1) Donehoo p 33. 
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with the five other virgins from thg templ~twho were 
gi7en her to keep her compan~, is variously reckoned 1 
but ·for the most part is considered t~o years. The 
gospels wisely do not attempt to settle the question of (1) 
her age. The details of John's birth are similar, though 
we find only a fragment of Zachari~ song of Thanksgiving, 
given at length in Luke 1:67ff. Instead of the natural-
sounding verse "And the child grew and waxed etrong in 
spirit, and was in the desert until the time of hie showing 
(2) 
unto Israel, n-,ve find the cryptic, "Now the soul of Elijah 
the prophet W;:} S bound in the body of John." 
The distress of Joseph over Mary's pregnancy is 
much elaborated in the apocryphal sources,. the more to 
glorify the virginity of Mary. Of such distress we find 
no mention in Luke, while a brief verse in Mat t hew, terse 
and austere, covers the situation, which is cleared by the 
annunciation to Jose1)h in a dream. The narrative reads as 
(3)"Hail Mary , Virgin highly favored by the 
Lord, virgin full of grace, the Lord is with thee: 
(4) 
{of Luke (28} blessed art thou among women--and blessed is 
the fruit of thy womb. And she began to consider of what 
( 1) Idem p 40 
(2) Donehoo op. cit. p 35ff 
(3) Donehoo p 35ff 
(4) Of Donehoo op. cit. p 35ff 
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nature a salutation so unusual could be or what it could 
portend or what end it should have. She said to herself, 
"Shall I conceive by the Lord the living God? and shall 
I bring forth as every woman bringeth forth?" And the 
angel said--"Fear not Mary, as if anything contrary to 
thy chastity were hidden under this salutation. For in 
choosing chastity thou hast found favor wit~ the Lord, 
and thou--shalt bring forth a son.(cf. Luke (31). He 
shall be great, because he shall rule from sea to sea and 
from the river unto the ends of the earth. The Lord God 
shall give him the throne of his f ather David, and he shall 
rule in the house of Jacob forever; and of his kingdom 
there shall be no end.(or. Luke (32,33) For the Holy Spirit 
shall come upon thee and the ~ower of the most high shall 
overshadow thee (of. Luke (31), contrary to the fire of 
concupiscence. Therefore that which shall be born of thee 
shall alone b$ holy~ because it is alone being conceived and 
born without sin shall be called the Son of God (cf. Luke 
31, 35) the Moat High, and thou shalt call his name Jeeus 1 
for he shall save his people from their sins. (of Mt. (21) 
And behold thy kinswomen Elizabeth hath conceived a son in 
her old age, and this is the sixth month with her that was 
called barren (of Luke (36) for no word shall be impossible 
with God. He doth as pleaseth him, and when he createth 
anything he saith, 'be thou' and it is.--Then Mary 
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stretched forth her hands and raised her eyes to heaven 
and said, "Behold the handmaiden of the Lord (of. Luke (38) 
before his face; for I am not worthy of the name of lady. (l) 
Let it be to me according to thy word." 
(2) 
There is, however, an additional element of 
miracle of which the canonical account with its simple 
dignity does not speak. The extra-canonical story adds: 
· "Moreover, Mary conceived by the hearing of her ears. And 
the Lord chose her of his own will with the concurrence of 
the Father, and the counsel of the Holy Spirit, and he was 
made flesh by her, a mystery which tr~nscendeth the grasp 
of created reason, and Gabriel declared to her all the 
things that would be done by Jesus on which account she 
rejoiced. (Then the aAgel departed from her." (of. Luke (38 ) 
3) 
"Now •vhile these things ;vera doing (the birth of 
John) Mary spent three other months in the house of Joseph--; 
but Joseph was occupied with the work of housebuilding at 
Capernaum--and he came therefore to Galilee intending to 
marry the virgin who had been betrothed to him. Now Mary's 
pregnancy began to eho~ itself and he began tobe disturbed 
and troubled in mind. And he smote his face, and threw 
( l) Donehoo p 36 
(2) Of. Donehoo p 40ff. 
(3) Idem p 36 
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himself on the ground on the sack-cloth; and from fear 
and sorrow ·and the anguish of his heart he could endure 
neither to eat nor drink that day. And being in utmost 
distress Joseph trembled and ~ept bitterly, crying out 
and saying, "0, Lord God, receive my spirit; for it is 
better for me to die than to live any longer. With what 
face shall I look upon my God? What pr~yer shall I make 
about this maiden? because I received her out of the 
temple of the Lord and I have not watched over her. ~o 
is it that hunted her down? Who hath done thiA evil thing 
in my house and defiled the ~rirgin? Hath not the history 
of Adam been repeated in me? For j~st as Adam was in the 
hour of singing his praise, and the serpent came, and 
found Eve alone, and completely deceived her, so hath it 
happened to me also.--- " Joseph bitterly reproached Mary, 
and could not believe her protestations of innocence, even 
when confirmed by the other virgins: "Why do ye mislead me 
to believe that an angel of the Lord hath made her pregant? 
But is it possible that some one hath pretended to be an 
angel of the Lord and hath beguiled -- her?"---" And being 
greatly afraid he separated from her." As in the gospel 
of Matthew, however, the angel reassured him in a dream: 
"Have no suspicion of fornication in this maiden, and 
think no evil of her. - And fear not to take her to wife.--
.;;..21-
For she alone of all virgins shall bring forth the Son of 
God; and thou shalt call his name Jesus, that is, Saviour, 
for he shall save his people from their sins.(compare 
Matthew 19:21) He it is that shall rule all nations with 
a rod of iron." A very repugnant miraculous element is 
then introduced. "And Jesus spake from the womb of his 
mother and said:, "0, .Joseph, ,,hat mean those comparisons 
that thou hast instituted? But rather arise, and go about 
thy work, and seek forgiveness from thy sin, because such 
thoughts have entered by mind.' ~ Following the discovery, 
ho i!lever, a g~eat '~commotion arose among the priests and the 
people, but by the "ordeal of water" both Mary and Joseph 
were proved innocent, and the people knelt at Mary's feet, 
asking pardon for their wicked suspicions. 
The narrative of the nativity has been greatly 
enlarged in the extra-canonical writings. The miraculous 
has been dwelt on to such an ~xtent that it seems impossible 
V?~ 
that the credulity of even native people could be so imposed 
upon. (1) 
The story of the crowded inn is supplanted by a 
cave in the desert place, near the tomb of Rachel, ·the 
birth taking place at midnight while Joseph was gone in 
search of a midwife. As soon as Jesus was born he stood 
on hie feet. Three angels watched over him. "And his 
' 
(l) Donehoo, James de Q. op. cit. pp 51-58 
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body shone as the sun when it ariseth." Marvelous signs 
observed by Joseph and others took place; "Everything · (1) 
was astonished" and ceased to move. Then of a sudden 
everything was loosened and ran on in order. At that 
time peace reigned in the whole Roman Empire, and the 
temple of Janus was shut in fulfillment of the song of 
the angels which declared peace on earth.--and on that 
night there fell down the temple at Rome, built by Romulus 
and dedicated to Apollo and where the Devil rendered 
oracles.---Also a fountain beyond the Tiber, where now the 
church of St. Mary standeth~ suddenly flowed oil instead of 
water. Upon that night the vineyards of En-gedi bloomed. 
A fountain gushed forth in the cave of the nativity itself; 
all magic was destroyed; the idols in Egypt and other places 
were thrown down; and all those guilty of unnatural crimes 
were suddenly out off the earth. That night tTas illuminated 
by an unearthly light~ and because it could not otherwise 
be seen by the fathers in the underworld, the earth itself 
was cleft open in places, and through the clefts, the light 
reached them, 1r1hereby were fulfilled the -.vorde of the 
prophet, "The people who sit in great darkness saw a great 
light'"----And in Spain about this time~ three suns appeared 
in the heavens, which came together as a symbol of the 
Trinity. More over, a great star--shone over the cave; 
(1) Donehoo, James de Q. op. cit. pp 51-58 
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for it was not a star like other stars, but was in the 
form of a cross sending forth flashes of light, letters 
being written on the cross; 'this is Jesus the Son o·f God.' • 
The miraculous healing of the midwife whom Joseph brought 
back with him, and the curse upon the doubting one and her 
subsequent healing are part of the much stressed miracle 
element. (l) 
The shepherd story is passed over with very little 
notice in the extra-canonical accounts. There are four 
names given, Misael, Acheel, Cyriacus; and Stephanus. The 
angels' song lacks the beauty of Matthew's version: "There 
hath been born the Saviou11' of all, ~ho is Christ the Lord, 
in whom salvation shall be brought to Israel •. " (2) 
A aeries of adorations follows. On the third 
day after the birth, Mary took him to a stable and placed 
him in a cave where the ox and the ass incessantly adored 
him. At this time Jesus spake to his mother, saying: "I am 
Jesus the Son of God, the LOgos, whom thou hast brought 
forth as the angel Gabriel announced to thee; and my Father 
hast sent me for the salvation of the world." 
(3) 
The circumcision and the presentation of the child 
at the temple, beautifully and simply mentioned in Luke 2:2~ 
( 1) Donahoo, op • cit • p 58 
(2) Idem pp 60-62 
(3) Idem p 59 
is much elaborated with some details which seem to us 
not only incredible but disgusting. The stories of 
Simeon and Anna are given very largely as in Luke~ with 
the addition of the ever-present miracle element such as 
"Simon saw the child shining like a pillar of light and 
the angel praising him stood around about him in a circle~ 
like life guards standing by a king.--" Both Simeon's and 
Anna's agee are given~ seemingly grossly exaggerated. (1) 
The visit of the Magi has been more tampered 
with~ however~ than these other attendant circumstances: 
Zoroaster~ the disciple of Elijah, in the time of Cambyees~ 
had taught the Persians concerning the appearance of Jesus 
and had commanded them to offer gif'te to him at hie birth, 
which should be of a virgin and should be heralded by a 
marvelous star. These people called Magi, had also a book 
which was supposedly written by Seth, the Son of Adam, 
(2) 
which told all these things. Now "when Adam died, there 
were offered before his body gifts of gold, frankincence, 
and myrrh, which were also borne with his body in the ark 
through the flood, and buried with it on the site of 
Jerusalem the center of the earth. But afterwards they 
passed into the possession of the Magi to be offered unto 
(1) Idem pp 63-76 
(2) Idem p 64 
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Christ when the time of hie appearing was come."----
"No lfl there were t welve of these Magi who watched for the (1) 
appearance of this star.--- Finally the star appeared unto 
them in the form of a little child, over whom was the sign 
of the cross.--Heathen deities prophesied at the t ime, and 
urged the king to send some one to Bethlehem to find the 
Fountain of Salvat. ion." Then follows a detailed account 
of the three kings or magi. Matthew does not tell us that 
there were three;{compare Matthew 2l-l2)the t radi tion was 
doubtless the outgrowth of the number of gifts. The gifts 
as has been suggested had a wonderful history. On the 
trip the Magi were miraculously sustained ~ithout food or 
rest or drink. As they dre w near to Bethlehem, the star 
assumed an eagle's form1 within which was still the child 
and the cross. 
The tale of the Magi's int erview with Herod is 
not amplified, but is much as it appears in Matthew 2:1-12. 
BUt of the adoration, much more detail, crude and often 
unnatural is given. The story is told that after the star 
had guided t hem to the child, it fell into the well at 
Bethlehem whence Mary had drawn water, and may stil l be 
seen there by the pure of heart! An interesting 
description of Mary is given in some of the manuscripts. 
"She had long hands, and a body somewhat delicate; her 
(l) Idem p 65 
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color was like that of ripe wheat; and she was of round 
face and had her hair bound up. And the child was in hie 
second year and had in part the likeness of his mother.n 
The power of miracle attached to the child's belongings 
was _ahown, in that Mary gave them a swaddling cloth which 
when they returned home they tried to burn in their sacred 
fire, but they could not. As in the gospel narrative, they 
were warned in a dream to go home another way. 
The Slaughter of the Innocents and the Flight 
into Egypt are enlarged upon. Throughout these narratives 
we see a crudeness and a catering to the miraculous, which 
seems to us repugnant. In connection with the Massacre, a (1) 
story of Elizabeth and John is told in which the arch-angel 
Uriel caused the mountain to open and hid them, and angels 
fed them. In this connection, we read of the death of 
Zacharias, slain because he would not reveal the hiding 
place of his son. 
The Flight into Egypt was as in the gospel of 
Matthew, undertaken by the advice of an angel warning Joseph 
in a dream. 
(2) 
"And there were with Joseph three boys, and 
with Mary a girl going on the journey with them.--And on the 
way, they found a laborer who was sowing wheat. ~hen the 
child Jesus put his hand into the sack and threw a handful 
of wheat upon the road. !~mediately the wheat became so 
large and ripe that one would think it had been there a year. 
(1) Donehoo, J. de Q. opus cit. p74 





And when the soldiers of Herod who sought the child to 
slay him, came to the laborer who was then reaping his 
wheat 1 they asked him whether he ha-d seen a woman pass 
carrying a child. "Yes", said he, "When I was sowing 
this wheat." Then the wanderers thought that he did not 
know what he was doing for it must have been a year since 
the wheat was sown. So they turned back." 
Then follow a variety of miracles many of them 
disgusting, all of them crude, emphasizing the power both 
of· Jesus and of Mary. As the party,,at down to rest, 
dragons beset them and Jesus sent them away. When his ( 1) 
parents feared lest he be harmed, he arrogantly answered: 
"Fear not nor consider me to be a little child, for I am 
and aluvays have been perfect; and all the wild beasts of 
the fore at must needs be tame before me.·" Then all the 
animals adored him, and followed him, and became tame. (2) -
"1berever Joseph and the blessed Virgin went, they went 
before them showing them the way." Evidently these 
apocryphal writers conceived of a retinue - with Mary and 
(3) 
Joseph for the Gospel of pseudo-Matthew tells us, "and 
of Donehoo, J. de Q. opus cit. p 83 
Idem p 84 
of Donehoo p 84 
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the lions kept walking with the beasts of burden that 
carried their baggage and did not hurt a single one of 
them, though they kept beside them; but they were tame 
among the sheep and the rams which they had brought from 
Judea, and which they had with them--There were two oxen 
also with them, and a cart wherein they carried necessaria • - · 
Another miracle ws.s the refreshment of Mary at 
the command of Jesus, by the bowing of a palm tree to give 
her of its fruits, and the flowing of a spring of water 
from the roots. An anachronism, showing the ignorance of 
the writers lies in Jesusrrewarding the palm by saying that 
it should be the symbol of victors, for it had been so long 
before. A similar miracle is told in the adoration of the 
Persis tree from which the demon was expell~d by the 
presence of Christ and became an instrument of healing. (1) 
Jesus also performed another miracle according 
to Pseudo-Matthew {ch 17-24) so that they reached Egypt 
in a briefer time than usual, in twenty-nine days' lees 
t ime. 
In Egypt great wonders took place. Idols fell, 
(2) 
shattered into pieces; the three-ye?r-old son of the 
priest of the "Great idol", demon-poesesBed, was healed 
by putting Jesus~ clothes which Mary had just washed on 
his head. Then his f a ther rejoiced greatly, saying, 
(1) Donehoo p 87 
(2) Donehoo, J. de Q. op cit p 89 
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(l) 
"My son, it is possible that this boy is the Son of the 
Living God who created the Heavens and the Earth; for 
when he came over to us the idol was broken and all the 
gods fell and ~eriehed by the power of hie magnificence." 
(2) 
A very obnoxious story is found i n the story 
of the baptism of John and hie restored Father, ·zachariae, 
at the tempie, erroneously called "the church of God." 
Hither Oriel brought John out of the mountain and Jesus 
came from Egypt. Jesus then baptiz~d them at a fountain 
which sprang forth at hie command in the temple, then 
commanded Zacharias to "fall asleep" and the angels buried 
him before the altar. "Then the Lord returned with Gabriel 
to Egypt and John with Oriel to Elizabeth in the desert." (3) 
Miracles presaging what was to come to Jesus in 
later life were very common in the Egyptian period. For 
instance, when he was two years old, he was w::~lking 1 
according to the Gospel of Thomas 1 through the corn field, 
plucked ears of corn, rubbed them and began to eat. "And 
he gave such grace to that field that each year ~hen it 
was sown, it yielded as many measures of grain to ita 
owners as it received gra ins from him." Compare Mark 2:23ff 
(l) Idem p 90 
(2) Idem pp 91,92 
(3) Gospel of Paeudo-Matthew 1 ch 25 
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where Jesus and his disciples plucked ears of corn 
going through the cornfield. (1) 
On the ~ay back from Egypt., the way was infested 
with robbers, but again., miracles ~bowing what was to come 
accompanied the Holy Family. Delivered into the hands of 
Dismas and Gestae_., however., they escaped through the 
intervention of Dismas who seeing the majesty and splendor 
of the child., embraced him and persuaded Gestae to let the 
( 2) 
party go., by giving him his own money. "And the Lady Mary., 
seeing that the robber had done them a great kindne ss said 
to him., 'The Lord God will sustain thee by hie right hand., 
and will grant thee remiseion of they sins.' And the Lord 
Jesus Christ answered and said unto his mother., 'Thirty 
years hence., 0 mother., the Jews will crucify me at Jerusalem) 
and these two robbers will be raised upon the cross along 
with me., Dismas on my right hand and Gestae on my left; and 
after that day Dismas shall go before me into Paradise.• 
And she said, 'God keep thee from this, my son.' And they 
went thence towards a city of idols, and it was changed 
into sand hil l s." (3) 
Many of the miracles fro m this period., if not 
most of them., center around Mary rather than Jesus., though 
(1) of Donehoo, p 93 
(2) Donehoo cf. P 93 
(3) Donehoo pp 97-108 
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he is usually implicated in t hem. Of the demonaic woman (1 ) 
beset by Satan it is recorded ; "And when the Lady Mary 
saw her~ she pitied her; and upon this Satan immediately 
left her~--eaying ' Woe to me from thee and from thy son.'" (1) 
A dumb bride in ano t her to 1Vn was made whole by the 
"Lady Mary" bearing the child Jesus. (Compar·e Mark 7: 35 
for details) 
(2) 
Similarly~ the cur e of many leprous wa s affected 
by t he bath water in which Jesus has been washed and which 
the Virgin graciously gave to the sufferers or their friends. 
It is interesting to note that in such cases the cured 
offered gifts and praises primarily to "Lady Mary." Verily ~ 
Marioldtry has its root and stem in legends like these. (3) 
Legends of days in Memphis are common also~ where 
the "Ho i y Family" saw Pharoah~ which is, of . course~ an 
historical anachronism~ since Egypt was at that time under 
Roman rule, and are replete with miracles of all sorts, 
such as the producing of springs, trees, and birds that 
flew, out of ordinary materials or none a t all. 
(4) 
Like the gospel account, the apocryphal s tories 
say, "An angel of the Lord--said~ "Take the child and return 
(1) Idem p 97 
(2) Donehoo p 97ff 
( 3) Idem p 106 
(4) Idem pp 109-110 
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to t he land of the Jews for they are dead that sought the 
child's life." (compare Matthew 2:19ff.) As in the gospel, 
too, hearing that Archaelaus was reigning in Judea, Joseph 
was warned not to go to Jerusalem, but to go to Nazareth. (1) 
Of the life at Nazareth during the childhood 
years, we have a bewildering number of details, mostly 
miraculous in character. Such traditions as t he 
"Lengthening of the Wood 11 are very common. The stories 
center about a mistake which Joseph made in measuring or 
cutting wood. Discouraged and disheartened by his mistake, 
he thought the work was spoiled. But the boy Jesus had 
him take hold of one end of the short piece while he seized 
(2) 
the ot her and pulled until it was the right lengt h . "As 
oft en t herefore as Joseph had to make anything a cubi t or 
a span longer or shorter or wider or nar rower, the Lord ' --· 
Jesus stretched his hands toward itj and as soon as he 
did so, it became as Jesus wished. Nor was it necessary 
for him to make anything with his own hand, for Joseph 
was not ve!Y skilful in carpentry. And Christ wrought as 
a carpenter, making ploughs and yokes whilst he was among 
men." (The statement in r egard to Joseph's lack of skill 
is found in the Arabic ' Gospel of the Infancy, and is soundly 
contradicted elsewhere.) (3) 
Of the wonders of Jesus at play there are also many. 
(1) Idem p 111-112 
(2) Donehoo p 112 





When a group of boys ran away and hid from him,he declared 
that they should become kids. And they did. At the 
prayers of their mothers, "Thou 0 Lord knowest all things 
nor is anything hid from thee; now we beseech thee---to 
restore these boys, t hy servants to their former condition:" 
' ( 1) . 
Jesus changed them back into boys. When he and the other 
boys broke the pitcher with which his mother sent him to 
the fountain, he put water into a folded cloak, and carried 
(2) 
it safely home. A prettier story is that of the sparrows 
which Jesus and the other boys made out of clay as they 
played by the river. Jesus made his fly and eat and drink. 
But the tale is ~poiled by the admonition of the parents 
(3) 
which some pious one felt necessary to add: "My eons 1 take 
care not to keep company with him again, for he is a wiza rd ; 
flee from him, therefore, and avoid him, and do not play 
with him a':tn~" 
~or ~s the childhood period Without its miracles 
of healing. As the boys were playing and had cro wned Jesus 
King with a wreath of flowers, one of them was bitten by a 
snake. Jesus then made the snake suck out the poison from 
the boy, who was immediately healed. The Arabic Gospel of 
the Infancy made thd.e boy Simon the Canaanite who is 
Donehoo p 117 




mentioned in Matthew 10:4 as one of the disciples. ( 1) . 
(compare also Mark 3:18 and Luke 6:15) A man who had 
cut hie foot while splitting wood and was at the point 
of death fro m ~oee of blood; one who had fallen dead at 
his carpentry-; a boy vho fell into a wel l and was 
dro ;,med; one who fell off a roof; a dead baby, --all these 
and more were miraculously reetored · by the words of Jesus. 
(2) The blind and the leprous and those "having grie vous 
diseases" were healed, some by the word of Jesus, some 
by his bath-water, or some of hie clothing, particula rly (3) 
hie swaddling bands. One s tory told is that of Judas who 
was a demonaic who bit both himself and other people. He 
eat down by Jesus and tried to bitehim, t~o, but Satan 
came out of him in the form of a dog as he struck Jesus 
who began to cry. And this was Judas recariot who be-
trayed him; and that same side on which Judas struck him 
was the side .tne lance pierced at the crucifixion. Of 
t he making of tales there is no end! 
Not all Jesus' mirac l es were benevolent, ho ·111eve:r; . 
One of the outstanding characterietice of the Apocryphal 
account s i s the large number of miracles told in which 
there is a malevolent and destructive element. Most of 
(1) Donehoo p 125 
(2) of Donehoo pp 126-138 
(3) of Idem pp 139-141 
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(1) 
these tales seem to originate in the Thomas Gospel. ~ile 
the children were playing one Sunday after a rain near the 
Jordan, Jesus made seven pools into which he collected the 
water through passages. An envious play-mate, however, 
stopped up the passages and spoiled Jesus' nice little 
water course. Jesus was very angry and cried, "Woe unto 
thee, thou son of death, thou son of Satan. Dost thou 
destroy the works which I have wrought?" Then the boy 
immediately feill down dead. A great commotion took place 
in which Joseph, after the immemorial custom of fathers 
reproached Mary and told her to correct her son. Admonished 
by hie mother and not wishing to grieve her, Jesus with 
his right foot kicked the boy and said: "Rise tlwu· son of 
iniquity; for thou art not worthy to enter into the rest 
of my Father because thou didet destroy the works I had 
.made." And the boy came to life. 
(2) 
Another similar tale is told of the tile factory 
where Jesus had stayed all day helping, . without food or 
rest. He hid in the fac t ory until after all the workmen 
had gone home, and then broke all the tiles that .had been 
made for four or five days. The potter going to work in 
the early morning was astounded that his thoughtlessness 
in not asking Jesus to eat with him had been thus avenged; 
(1) Donehoo pp 135-137 
(2) of Donehoo pp 146-149 
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so he went to Joseph to compl~in of his son. Joseph, 
after the manner of many fathers, refused to believe 
evil of his son. Going to the factory with him, the 
potters found that everything that had been broken was 
in perfect condition. The story shows the morality of (1) 
its day, by making Joseph hypocritically unforgiving; 
"May God pardon thee; for he is better able to do it than 
I." 
(2) 
The stories of Je8us and the school-masters 
are also of a scandalous nature which makes the child 
not more than human but less. The two passages, 
John 7:15 and 8:6 account for the origin of tales of 
Jesus' having literary acquirements without study. The 
by-standers marvelled that Jesus wrote upon the ground, 
since they beli eved that he had never learned hie 
letters. In the apocryphal account of his ministry, 
we find, "The Lord Jesus wrote many things and gave them 
to read." In some early accounts we find a tale of Mary's 
urging him to go to school, and of his refusing, because 
(l) of Donehoo pp 146-149 
(2) of Idem pp 146-149 
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God had taught him all that he needed to know when 
he was still an embryo. The modern bad boy is not 
more saucy than the boy of these apocryphal stories. 
Because he was so disrespectful, the school~master 
managed to get Joseph to send him to school. A 
commentary on the child's behavior is: "And I shall 
teach him the scriptures , and I shall persuade him 
to bless all and not to curse." Jesus, hearing these 
things arrogantly claimed that because Joseph and the 
school-ma~t er were human they needed to be taught 
obedience and respect, but because he was eternal, he 
needed no schooling. Once sent to sc~ooi, this 
monstrosity that these stories make of Jesus refused 
to expound to him the nature of Aleph. But the 
master, marvelling at the wonderful child, was not 
angry, but listened in rapture to Jesus' allegorical 
. . (l) 
interpretations. "I tel l you," he is supposed to 
have said, "of a certainty I am not lying, that 
to my eyes the proceedings of this boy, 
( 1) Donehoo pp 158 · 
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the commencement of his conversation, and the upshot of 
his intention seem to have nothing in common with mortal 
man. Here then I know not whether he be a wizard or a 
God; or at least an angel of God speaketh, in him." To 
a later teacher the boy not only showed off his knowledge, 
but also his ~ower and his malevolenee. The master 
(1} 
struck him: "the child being in pain, cursed him, and 
immediately hie hand dried up, and he swooned away and 
fell to the ground on hie face dead." So terrified was 
Joseph that he gave Mary orders to keep the Child in doors 
because he killed all those who made him angry; yet the 
father made one more trial at sending hie child to school. 
This teacher, being more tactful, flattered the child 
and the parents; Jesus, being pleased, cured the other 
master who had fallen dead; but Joseph to avoid all other 
such mishaps took Jesus home. Such was the career of 
Jesus at school. Nothing more out of keeping with the 
kindly, thoughtful, helpful.- Man of the gospels can be 
imagined. Once more, we must indeed wonder at the 
credulity of the human mind. 
(2) 
When we turn to the trip of the twelve-year-
old Jesus to Jerusalem, we are again on known ground. .J 
The story as found in the gospels is one of the mo st 
beautiful proofs of the normalcy of Jesus :!'fhich we possess. 
(1) Idem P 160 (2) Idem PP 162-172 
r 
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The trip to the capital city is pregnant with meaning 
which the mind of the twelve-year-old to-day can express 
for us. The temple-episode with the boy asking questions 
was not at all incompatible with the normalcy of the 
scene. There is a very .similar tale told of the Science 
Building at one of our great expositions. A young lad 
was found by hie father in the midst of a group of 
learned scientists plying them with questions on the 
subject of telegraphy. He had only a small amateur out-
fit himself, but he had been constantly discovering new 
laws with it. And here was hie opportunity to find out 
about them from those who knew. More than that, he had 
learned some things which he \Vas sure were great con-
tributions to the field of science. So he was telling 
the learned ones about them. Hie father was amazed as 
he listened to hear ho ~l'f intelligently the boy could talk 
to the "Doctors." In Jesus' conversation with the 
religious leaders, we see a repetition of the scene. A 
boy brought up by pious parents with a mind altunedto 
religion, ·visiting the center of the religious life of 
the country for the first time, he found much not only 
to ask but to tell the "Doctors." Some of hie questions 
were hard to ' answer; so are the questions of any twelve-
year-old. Then comes that significant and lovely 
statement: "And he went down With them (Mary and Joseph) 
( l) 
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and came to Nazareth; and he was subject to them; And his 
mother kept all those sayings in her heart." (Compare 
Luke 2:51) 
When we come to the apocryphal stories the 
normal beautiful boy figure no longer holds the center of 
the stage. In his stead :"e find a wonder worker who shut 
the mouths of the elders and explained the "hidden say ings 
and hard" of the law 1 and the parables of the prophets; 
who knew so much astronomy that he could explain the oper-
ation of the universe in technical terms; whose knowledge 
of medicine made him able to tell not only of the physical 
but the metaphyaical 1 hyperphyeical 1 and hyp~ophysical 
. ( 1) 
universe and 1 indeed, "other things beyond the reach of 
-
any created intellect." As a summary of the knowledge of 
.the period in which the stories arose the details are 
interesting; ae a part of Jesus' knowledge they are 
absurd. The conclusion of the story strangely enough is 
almost a word for word parallel to Luke's 1 with the 
elaborating statement that hie mother observed all the 
great miracles which Jesus did in healing many that were 
diseased, and kept them in her heart. The strangeness o~-­
the conclusion appears when we realize that practicallJ 
the entire course of apocryphal writings denies wha t 1s 
-/ here affirmed, the normalcy and the gradual gro~th of _the 
-. ~------.... ~-
_, ... / "--.... , .. 
boy Jesus. 





For they make him kno ..,v all, be P-: ~J.\.; not at al l human and 
--so . inhuman as not to be 
/ ..... _ 
At · i s perlc:>d, t rad ~.t- i o!2 
has it that he began t o hide his miracles and t o gi ve his 
,. 
·attention to th law. The attitude is doubtless colored 
by the aratPrnent i n the gospels that the miracle at Cana 
is the fir st one t o be done in public. The statement in 
./ "-- (1) 
regar d to the l aw is found in the Arabic Gospel of the 
Infancy which insist ed i n t he scene in the temple that 
Jesus already kne~ the law perfectly. 
In regard to the eighteen yea r s that foll0111f'ed, 
t he apocryphal gospels as the canonical are silent. It 
seems curious that the numerous tales of other periods find 
no parallels here. Of legends in regard to the time of 
s.ilence there are many. Some say that in this period 
_he worked at his father 1 s trade of carpenter. Others say 
he spent his days in contemplation and prayer. Still 
others make Christ go to Persia to seek for the Magi, or 
journey to India for similar purposes, or go to Egypt 
where he was instructed by the priests of the country, 
(2) 
A Legend often given in "·blasphemous Jewish books" (I 
quote Professor Donehoo) is that Jesus did his miracles 
through sorcery which he learned in Egypt at that time. 
(3) 
For the .most part the apocryphal gospels content them-
eel vee with adding j "and there are other eighteen years 
since the Lord 1 e mother brought him forth on earth, in 
(I) Arabic Gospel of Infancy chs. 50-55 
(2) Donehoo p 166 note 
(3) Idem pp 167-172 
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a mystery which cannot be searched out nor can any k~ow it 
in the whole creation except the Lord and His Father, and 
th~ Holy Ghost in Unity." (1) 
One other tradition the s.pocryphal gospels do 
give before the beginning of · the public ministry, ho wever. 
·After telling of the marriage and family life of the 
various brothers and sisters of Jesus, and emphasizing 
the naturalness of Jesus' life among them, the story turns 
to the death of Joseph. The idea that Jo seph died before 
the beginning of Jesus' ministry is a common one. He is 
not mentioned in the gospels, except in the description of 
Jesus as his son, after the early days, while Mary's name 
and those of the brothers and sisters appear fairly often. 
That he was a good father seems to us of the present day a 
logical' deduction from· Jesus' teaching about family life, 
and from hie reiteration of the Fatherhood of God. Jesus 
is not alone in reflecting his father's life and teaching 
in his own. Many a great and good man has inscribed hie 
creation whether it be of pen or of sword to his fa t her. 
The classes of at least one of our prominent professors 
might easily deduce from hie teaching not only that he had 
a good father but i~ one himself. The death of Joseph 
furnished the , apocrypha\ with a vehicle by which to convey 
the impression of Jesus a s promulgating the doctrines of 
eternal life. The conception of Death as picturesque and 
(1) .Donehoo, opus cit. p l73ff. 
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terrible, and the details of the passing are crude and 
repugnant. The incident, while primarily written to 
glorify Joseph thro ws much glory on Jesus, who robbed 
death of its fears. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From this examination we have made of the 
Apocryphal Gospels, we may gather material for a comparison 
bet ween these and the canonical. The literary beauty of 
the t wo is incommensurable. They cannot stand side by aide, 
for they are not comparable. To the simple and artistic 
birth narratives found in Matthew and Luke, giving the 
Virgin and natural births side by side, . has been added a 
~ealth of detail, sometimes confused and disgusting, 
usually weak, adding little if anything to either for~ or 
content. There are parte of the birth stories which make 
us feel as if a Madonna had been disfigured. The emphasis 
on the physical detai l s of the birth, for instance, with its 
attendant physical miracles, (compare Protevangelium chs. 
19-20) cannot but be repugnant. The clutter of detail found 
throughout the apocryphal narratives is out of harmony not 
only with the artistic conception of events as lucidly and 
simply given in the gospels, but with the material itself. (1) 
"This literature as a whole is charact.erized by no elevation 
of thought 1 no pO\Ver of imagination: no depth of poetical 
feeling which might have been expected in the treatment 
of a theme eo exalted. It is--as destitute of graces of 
form .:.as it i s of original! ty of thought. ---- -- It 
must ever remain a · wonder of literary inefficiency. 
(1) Donehoo, J. de Q. op. cit. p XX (Int Toduction) 
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In saying this, ho wever, I am not unmindful of the fact 
that a certain few of these documents do not deserve 
strictures quite so extreme---as for the Apocryphal 
Gospele--r can think of but few passages in them., 
principally in the Protevangelium, which rise to the 
dignity of literature." (Compare the Annunciation stories, 
Protevangelium 11) Thus Professor Donehoo characterizes 
the literary value of the apocrypha. we conclude that the 
delicacy and restraint, barren though it may at times seem, 
in Matthew and Luke's respect i ve narratives is in its 
very simplicity true to the exaltation of the sub j ect. 
More than mere l ack of literary beauty, ho ?Tever, 
we feel the lack of refinement and reasonableness in the 
quality of the material added in the apocryphal gospels. 
It is erase often, and still more often grotesque. It 
?onsiets largely in details t hat vulgarize or at least •Neak-
en the story. The mi racles centering around both Jesus 
'-O.nd Mary are often unethical; sometimes they are even 
immoral. To take life in a fit of childish anger, can 
scarcely be said to belong to the highly developed con-
(1) 
ceptiori. we hAve of Jesus' ethics. Sometimes elaborate 
narratives are developed out of a mere allusion in the 
canonical gospels; sometimes words of Jesus are transformed 
into deeds; sometimes a slavishly literal fulfillment of 
Old Testament prophecy is recorded; and sometimes Jesus is 
(1) J. A. Tasker, "Apocryphal Gospels." 
Hastings Dictionary of the Bible extra volume pp 420-438 
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represented as working miracles closely resembling and 
frequently surpassing Old Tes t ament miracles." For 
instance out of the allusion to the thief on the cross 
(Compare Luke 23:32) is built the "robber story" given 
in the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy chs. l3ff; from the 
saying "A prophet is not without honor in hie own country" 
are built up .the stories of Jesus at school and his 
treatment by and of the master; wild beasts had to be tame 
o~ the way to Egypt because of Isaiah 65:25 which says 
"Wolves shall feed with lambs the lion and the ox shall 
eat straw together." Jesus' healing of leprosy and other 
diseases reminds one of the story of Elijah and Elisha 
and their mighty miracles of healing. As A. F. Findley 
points out in hie article in the Dictionary of Christ and (l) 
the Go spels~ the miracles in the apocryphal are "largely 
a theatrical exhibit without ethical eontent." They 
emphasize the physical aide of the life of Jesus to the 
exclusion of the moral and the spiritual. They do not 
found the credulity of the story upon the glory of the 
personality of J eaus, but make his glory and po 'l'ler 
depend on such crudities as speaking before he was 
born, destroying idols, killing maliciously and 
raising from the dead on impulse, and being arrogantly 
saucy and unma,nageable in the school-room. -----------
(l) A. F. Findley "Gospels" (apocryphal) Vol I pp 671-685 
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It must be admitted that there are elements in these 
apocryphal stories which can be regarded as trust worthy, 
but a careful examination of these elements will reveal 
that they are all taken practically verbatim from the 
canonical gospels and are the only parts of the narratives 
which may be regarded as essentially acceptable. 
Practically none of the purely apocryphal element can be 
so trusted. 
As for the type of Jesus the apocrypha portraye,-
but a cursory glance will enable us to see that he is a 
monstrosity built out of the shining figure of the Jesus 
of the gospel distorted by the attributes of pagan gods 
who confounded their enemies even as the child Jesus is 
said to have confounded idols in Egypt; whose garments 
and bath-water are effic acious in healing even as the 
apocrypha tell us were Jesus'; who strike dead those who 
do not obey their behests, even as did the apocryphal 
Jesus; who kno w all things and are adored, as the 
apocryphal Jesus kno w-s all mysteries and is even called (1) 
a god at times. Philosophic crudities also enter into 
. 
the picture. In endeavoring to account for the Incarnation, 
the apocryphal stories have developed many of their myths, 
products of the thought and kno vledge of the early and 
.middle agee, as ha s been suggested, various attempts at 
interpretation of the Old Testament Messianic hopes have 
(1) cf Pseudo-Matthe w ch 24 
_, 
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helped to fill in the lines of the picture. If we are 
tempted to think that Matthew overdoes the matter in 
making Jesus the fulfillment of Old Tes t ament prophecy, 
we have only to turn to these uncanonical gospel s ~o 
realize how much lese insistently he harps on that note 
than they do. Of the malevolence and cruelty of Jesus 
we can find no trace in the canonical sources. It seems 
strange that he who stressed "love your enemies" should 
be eo pictured even in unauthentic sources. No conception 
could be more out of harmony with the figure of Jesus as 
we know it than such lack of respect for the rights of 
others, for human life, for personal-ity; such a spirit 
of diablerie as we find in the uncanonical sources. 
Omniscient, omnipot ent even before birth, primarily a 
physical rather than a spiritual wonder 1 we find the boy 
of the apocryphal gospels a miserable contra~t to the child 
in the New Testament who waxed strong 11 in wisdom and (1) . . 
stature" (that is, · developed in mind and body) and "in 
favor with God and man." The naturalness of development is 
spoken of only once in the apocryphal gospeler and the 
Lord Jesus advanced in wisdo m and in stature, and in favor 
(2) 
~ith God and man"; but "the entire course of the writings 
practically denies this Ptatement. 
( 1.} a r Luke 2 : 52 
{2) cf Supra 
cf Pseudo-Matthe w oh 24 
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Further, the apocryphal gospels do not add one thing to 
what we alrear:': y know of Jesus. It 1 s very significant 
that we could drop out the additional material which they 
give us and still have the conception of Jesus which we 
have gathered from the New Testament unimpaired. There 
are none of the numerous details even the more desirable 
and more beautiful ones which have taken their place on 
a par with the gospel conceptions. We do not find any of 
the embellishments of these tales which can hold their 
own place side by side with traditions of the star, the 
magi, the angel's song to the shepherds. It is also 
significant that the long gap of eighteen years isstill 
a gap, and that the apocryphal stories all hinge on periods 
covered, though less fully, in the canonical. There 
have been numerous explanations offered of the fact; 
some people would have us think that re:verence prompted 
the silence, but in view of the wealth of material added 
to other periods which is of doubtful value, we can 
scarcely hold that fact to be true; others think that there 
was no dogmatic motive in developing that period, main-
taining that the main function of the uncanonical gospels 
was to safe-guard the di 1rini t y and incarnation of Jesus 
and the virginity of Mary and that ne i. ~her of thes e was 
threatened by this period of silence; still others believe 
that the restraining influence of the Fourth GoBpel's 
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statement that the miracle at Cana was the first public 
one kept the story-tellers silent about the pre-public 
days. Whatever may be the reason, there is silence. And 
we kno;"l no more about Jesus than we do from our canonical 
writings; indeed, we have before us a lese human figure, 
and because lese human., also l ees divine. 
Yet the apocryphal literature has had a great 
deal of influence on Christian theology, supplying for 
Christian literature and art as well as for dogma , some 
of their most compelling if not always most desirable, 
subjects. As has been sugges t ed, the Roman Catholic Church 
though not regarding the apocryphal gospels as authentic 
as it does the Old Testament Apocrypha, nevertheless must 
concede that much of the contents of these apocryphal 
gospels has, in a more or less circuitous way, seeped its 
way into the Mother Church's doctrine. In the earlier 
days of the church, Mary was not canonized and was regarded 
as the mother of a large family of children, never as a 
virgin. It was only as these unc anonical stories spread (1) 
that the spread of Mariolcxtry grew. "The view of Mary 
as vi rgin became the orthodox conception. It ie ·onl y 
on the basis of apocryphal gospels, particularly the 
Protevangelium that the names of Mary's parents, Joachim 
and Anna with the tradition of the Immaculate conception 
can be accounted for." 
(1) Everts, w. w. "The Apocrypha" Revie w & Expositor April 1911, 
p 245ff. 
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Through these narratives, "the day of the Immaculate 
conception was fi xed on December 8, her nativity on 
September 8, and her preeentation at the temP.le qn November 
21st. All of these days are holy days in the Roman 
Catholic calendar." The whole matter of the Glorification 
of Saint Joseph is also built on these sources. Indeed, 
the dogma of the virgin as Queen of Heaven ie an outgrowth 
of extra canonical tales. Of course, as a devout 
Catholic will tell you, the Virgin Birth story comes 
directly from the gospels; granted; but eo does the story 
of the natural birth. It is onl y on the basis of these 
apocryphal tal es that such a dogma canbe built up. The 
tradition of the three wise men and their names, the 
stories of the ox and the ass at the birth, and numerous 
other details that are associated authentically by popular 
Catholic tradition with the life of Jesus, can be found 
only i n the apocrypha. Nor is the Catholic church eo (l) 
whole-hearted in condemning it ae ·~re should suppose. The 
Catholic Encylopedia owns that a number of the apocryphal 
books were composed by worthy churchmen, out of curio s ity 
about the vacant spots in Christ's life, or as a defense 
against heresies which were creeping in, and had as their 
object no worse than pious fraud~ Truly, to the Church of 
the Agee a lie may have many colore! 
(1) cf vol I Article "Apocrypha" Geo. Reed pp 601-615, esp pp 66ff 
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As for art and literature, we can count many 
productions of both which owe their origin and inspiration 
to the apocryphal stories. Mary's parents and the miracle 
which attended her conception and birth; Mary's service in 
the temple; her betrothal to Joseph; the Annunc i ation; the 
birth of Jesus in a cave and not in the inn; the flight 
into Egypt; the Assumption of Mary have all been subjects 
for sculptors and painters, particularly during the period 
of the Renaissance. In Saint Maximum in Provence we find (1) 
a marble tabl et of the fourth or fifth century which bears 
this inscription in execrable Latin: "Mario Virgo Minister 
de Tempino Geroeale" beneath a representation of the Virgin 
in the Temple; the s~ries of events in the Virgin's life 
proved the inspiration of Taddeo Gaddi I and iS reproduced 
in the Baroncelli Chapel in Florence; Tit ian himself in 
the Academy at Venice has a representation of Mary's 
presentation at the Temple and her marvelous ascent of t he 
steps; Raphael has immortalized the marriage of Mary and 
Joseph in hie painting at Piriacoteca, Milan; of the 
Annunciation we find a mosaic in St. Maria Maggiore in 
Rome which dates from about 435; the nativity in the cave, 
the dazzling light, the ox and ass in adoration have become 
so familiar during the centuries that they are frequently 
e·een in various paint inge; the bending of the palm tree 
to give Mary refreshment on the road to Egypt has been used 
(l)Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels Vol I p 674ff 
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as a subject by Pinturicchio and William Blake. Indeed, 
so many .have been these '!!fOrks of art that even in obscure 
shrines in Europe there can often be found representati,ree 
of their use. 
In literature, :ve find even greater profusion. 
Hroewith.a, a Saxon nun ~l'lriting Latin poetry before the 
year 968, made extensive use of the apocryphal stories. 
Gregory of Tours in his "De Gloria Martyrum!~ quotes from 
these sources. From the t ·.velfth century onward they be-
came the common property of poet a and minst reJ.e "Nho so·.ved 
them broadcast through Europe. In the latter third century 
grew up the Golden legend. · Written in Latin by 
Jacob de Voragine, a Domi nican monk, after,vards bi B hop of 
Genoa, it has spread · widely in m~.ny languages and forms to 
many lands. 
has used it. 
Even so modern a poet as our own Longfellow (1) 
From the mediaeval period onward "the stories 
of the apocryphal gospels have had an influence on popular 
Christianity in Catholic countries far exceeding that of 
the biblical narratives." Reminiscences may be found in 
many of the popular lives of Christ writteri in modern times, 
also. In fact it is largely as possible material for 
further knowledge about him that these gospels ha,re had such 
vogue. 
(1) Findl ey A. F. Dictionary of Qhrist & the Gospels Vol I p 674 
There is another view-point aside from the 
theological from which the extra-canonical gospels may be 
regarded as valuable,--the historical. While that may 
sound paradoxical in view of the acknowledged non-(1) 
historicity of the stories, it must be realized that 
"they record the imaginations, hopes and fears of men who 
wrote them, they show what was of interest to the unlearned 
Christians of the first ages, what they admired, what 
(2) 
their ideals of conduct they cherished for this life were,-
"however small the value of these ~itings may be as 
authentic sources of information regarding Jesus, they are 
interesting as shown by a side light what man thought of 
him." To us schooled in modern thought, the idea that such 
stories could be received with credulity by any one is 
repugnant. But the fact that they were, sho ,,s the state 
and lack of development of the ethics in the period in 
which they were written. As a window "giving" on the 
times in which they were given to the world, they therefore 
shed light. They also reveal to limited extent a small 
amount of data in regard to Jewish village life. But we 
must view this data with caution as the product of much 
later ideas on the subject, and therefore regard its 
historical value as one the ~hole dubious. 
(l} James Montague R. op. cit P XIII 
(2) A. F. Findlay, article "Gospels" Dictionary of Christ & the 
Gospels Vol I. P 693 
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From the viewpoint of the present, the 
apocryphal gospels are worthwhile also because of the 
light which they shed on the four gospels. The existence 
of these stories with the strata of Gospel narrative which 
are interwoven in so early a period as even the fourth, 
not to mention the second century argues for an early date 
of the canonical gospels. As has been said, the apocryphal 
gospels also help us to grasp more clearly the gospel 
ator~ since, because of the small amount of material given 
by Matthew Mark, Luke, and John, we turn with avidity to 
these extra-canonical writings which, even because they 
repel us, make us realize anew the value and force of the 
little information we gain from the gospels as against the 
more lengthy apocryphal accounts. Further, While these 
apocryphal books do not add historical data as such, they 
show as has been suggested, what others have thought of 
the life and the interest it has awakened in the past, thus 
throwing indirect light on the reception and evaluation of 
the gospel by men of their times. Nor ia this all. The 
contrast bet ·.veen the canonical and apocryphal gospels is 
made very apparent by the careful reading of the latter. 
Under the surface similarity there is a depth of unlikeness 
which, while it has been indicated above, cannot be 
tangibly expressed. 
There is an artificiality and an unnaturalness about the 
uncanonical books which makes the four goApels stand out 
in bold relief. Their sincerity and beauty is so un-
rivalled by these products of ingenious skil l 1 that we 
are not at all at a loss to understand why we have the 
New Testament gospels alone in the canon. It is not a 
mere accident, but the logical result of the supremacy of 
the true and the spiritual. As J. G. Tasker tells us in (1) 
the words of Neetcott: "The completeness of antithesis 
-which these .spurious stories offer to the Divine record 
appears at once-- if we may be allowed for a moment to 
compare light and darkness-~in relation to the trea tment 
of the three great elements of the Gospel History--
Miracles, Parables_. and Prophecy, the lessons of power 1 
of nature and of providence. In the apocryphal miracles 
we find no worthy concept of the laws of providential 
interference. They are wrought to supply personal wants 
or to gratify private feelings and often are positively 
immoral. Nor again is there any spiritual element in 
their 111orking .--The apocryphal gospels are also entirely 
without parables; they exhibit no sense of the deeper 
relation between nature and man--which are so frequently 
declared in the Synoptic Goapel.s.--Yet more 1 they do not 
recognize the office of prophecy. History in them becomes 
a mere collection of traditions and is regarded neither 
(1) Quoted in Dictionary of the Bible 1 Extra Volume p 423 
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as the fulfillment of the past, nor a.s the type of the (l) 
future." As Professor Donehoo has told us, "I can 
conceive of no more convincing te_stimony than this 
(contrast) to the entirely exceptional and to use an 
unpopular term, Supernatural inspiration of the canonical 
gospels." ~atever else, in the hands of skilful scholars 
in times to come, these apocryphal gospels may contribute 
to the solution of the date and authorship problems of 
the four gospels their most important function is this,--
the proof of the r _easonableness and the integrity 1 the 
uniqueness of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John wherein he 
t.'lho li vee and breathes in their stories was most normally 
bo'th God and man: 
(2) 
"And him evermore we behold 
Walking in Galilee, 
Thru the cornfield's waving gold, 
In hamlet 1 in wood and in wold, 
By the shores of the beautiful sea, 
He toucheth the sightless eyes; 
Before him the demons flee; 
To the dead he sayeth; Arise! 
To the living; F61low me! 
And that voice still soundeth on 
From the centuries that are gone, 
To the centuries that shall be!" 
(l) opus cit. Introduction p XXIII 
( 2) Longfellow 1 Henry Warde worth, "The Golden Legend." 
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SUMMARY 
In judging the extra-canonical gospels and 
comparing them with the canonical 1 we must use caution 
lest we err too much on the one side of adverse criticism 1 
or on the other of over appreciation. We must remember 
that the extra-canonical gospels were essentially products 
of their respective centuries; that they have exerted a 
large amount of influence on Christendom in dogma 1 
literature and art; and that they are useful to us as a 
background against •hich to view the gospels of the 
New Testament. On the other hand 1 we cannot accept their 
additions to the life of Christ without applying to them 
this teet: are they consonant with the character of Jesus 
as we know it from the four Gospels, the oldest records 
we have of his life; and do they contribute any essential 
additions to our knowledge of him? It is worth noting 
that we can easily drop all the additional details given 
us in the apocryphal writings without losing one iota of 
our knowledge of the character of Jesus. Even more true 
is the fact that many of these details 1 even the more 
beautiful 1 are inconsistent with that character. As we 
have seen, they not only do not fit into his nature and 
teachings but even at times contradict both. The value 
of these gospels is then largely historical, revealing 
the basis of some of the Catholic dogma and much Christian 
art and literature; and showing indirectly the trend of 
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thought of the centuries in which they were given to the 
world. Their present value lies chiefly in their relation 
to the canonical gospels, the simplicity, integrity, and 
sincerity of which aa contrasted to the artifice of 
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